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Resident of the Month: Jim Scrimgeour
Written by: Marie Dunn and Anne Scrimgeour
The first question usually asked is, “what nationality is Scrimgeour, or formally Scrymgeour?” The reply
is Scottish, of clan Scrimgeour, chief is Earl of Dundee, standard Bearer of Scotland. To outline Jim’s life
and career is rather difficult, there being many changes and experiences. So, to the beginning and a reasonably accurate chronological series of events. Jim was born in St. Jean Sur Richelieu Quebec, on August
30th, 1929. Schooled primarily in Granby, Quebec and concluding in Montreal Highschool. His first “real”
job was with the CBC International Service in Montreal. In short order, the Korea War started and he went
off to join the Tank Corps. However, there was no one at home in the armory, so up the street to the Navy
and instant recruitment. He enlisted as an electrician’s mate and was off to HMCS Stadacona to earn the
title. Our completion was posted to a destroyer HMCA Nootka bound for Korea. The passage to Japan had
several incidents rather unique. Bound to Panama, she sailed through the eye of a hurricane. This meant
rough seas suddenly going dead calm, in an earie yellowish light with sea birds flying around quite calming, until the captain announced, “We are now going out the other side so, hang on!” He wasn’t kidding.
Next stop, the Panama Canal and to Manzano for fuel, San Diego, Honolulu, Wake Island and finally Kure, Japan; our new home port. We had crossed the international date line en-route and technically lost that
day from the ship’s log. That same non-existing day, King George IV Died. To our ship, did the Royal
passing happen? We carried out the suitable service anyway. On to Korea, an event requiring too many
words for this short treatise. Our return trip was VIA Hong Kong (Kowloon), Singapore, Ceylon, Suez
Canal, Toulon, Gibraltar, Ports North to Halifax. Thus, a global circumnavigation. As well a quick diversion to cross the Equator, south of Singapore.
Back to electrical school to a trade change to aviation avionics leading to a number of squadrons
and bigger ships, magnificent, Bon A Vent Dee and USS Wasp. The latter with U.S.N Helicopter Squadron HS11 on recovery duty for the mercury astronaut launch. This included training schools in Key West,
Quonset Point, and Pax River. Now qualified for Sea King Squadron, and back to Shearwater Base. Off

now to a new era and career. Poster to Ottawa to fill a technical position in naval air maintenance. Lots of
paperwork. Sent to NRC to evaluate two new gyroscopic compasses. On completion, via Shearwater back
to sperry gyro in Montreal to edit U.S manual to R.C.N standards for a new guidance system.

JoJo’s Did You Know

In Montreal Jim met Anne. Born in India and schooled in England to become an occupational therapy graduate from an Oxford school. The first lady Jim had ever met who had taken care of a baby elephant impressed him and they had common interests such as diving, snorkeling, skiing, tennis and travel.

Unsalted butter has a shorter shelf life than salted. Whichever kind you buy, extra sticks
are best stowed in the freezer.
Black tea is a great soak for your feet, it deodorizes, improves skin, and soothes tired muscles.
Olive oil will moisturize skin, nails and hair,
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Employee of the Month - Victoria Tompkins
Congratulations to Victoria for being awarded April’s employee of the month! Victoria is one of our PSW extraordinaire. She runs off nothing but pep in her step
and the love of the residents. Victoria has a great ability to make residents feel
included, unique and valued as a person. Victoria has also been one of the many
staff to move into OVM throughout the pandemic. She has worked very hard this
past year in making sure everyone stay positive and engaged. A big thank you goes
to Victoria for all she has done and will continue to do for her fellow staff member and the residents!

At this time the government decided to unify all military into one
unit. Like many navy personnel Jim decided to be a warrant officer instead of a chief petty officer as that wasn’t for him. The senior engineer
Jim reported to at sperry was moving to CAE, a fight simulator manufacturer, offered him a position which he accepted. At the same time Anne
and Jim went to England to be married and the settled down in Montreal
where Anne joined the Montreal Children’s Hospital extension, the
McKay School for Children with Serious Medical Problems. The task
involved the design and build of a flight simulator for the US army. Jim

became a program planner using a C.P.M system. Included was the production of a computer system to prevent a helicopter from exceeding its

Testimonial - Heather Yankoo (OVM Employee)

I feel very lucky everyday when I get to come into work. I get to see all the Residents and staff that I have grown close to in the year that I have worked here.
We have a saying here that we are the Orchard View family and it really does feel
that way. We help each other, we care for each other and we look after each other. This is really special to be able to come to work and feel that way!

flight parameters and the subsequent crash. When the system was developed the flight testing was moved
to the Boeing Vertol Plant at the airfield in Arnprior. The manager who had hired Jim offered him the position operating the computer, printer, communication gear and tape recorders. This was a very demanding
operation which ended after a couple years and moved to Bedford Mass. Airport and the M.I.T facility.
Here again after a year the contract terminated and Jim and Anne did not want to leave the valley for Montreal.
After several different positions Jim joined Leigh Instruments in Carleton Place first in planning

Laugh out Loud with Orchard View
You don’t realize how old you are until
you sit on the floor and then try to
get back up.
Did you ever notice that when you
blow in a dog’s face, he gets mad at
you, but when you take him for a car
ride, he sticks his head out the window?

Open Activities

then in contracts. Anne, meanwhile, joined the Briere Hospital and then became first occupational technician in the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario. At the invitation of Dr. Conway. In 1971 Jim and Anne

~ Bistro ~ Puzzle Tables

decided to buy a home and settle. They found a house in Almonte, his fathers birth place and discovered

~ Wellness Centre Bike and

Scrimgeours were well known in the area. Their next-door neighbor had worked with his grandfather and

Walking Bars

declared them “belongers.” Jim’s father was born in Almonte, moved to Appleton to the Tesky house and

~ Joe on the Piano ~ Adult Colouring

was schooled in the Appleton schoolhouse. To move ahead in events, Jim was tested for shortness of
breath in 2002, followed by a triple by-pass surgery. This gave new life and energy. It seems that Jim had

~ Social Distanced Bingo with

carried this heart defect from birth. Recovery at home arranged by a heart institute experiment, tele home

Joanna and Friends

monitoring via phone and video sent frequent data, E.C.G reading, blood pressure, weight and video con-

~ Massage Chairs (Wellness Centre/ 3rd Floor

ference for approximately 3 months. Very good for Anne, very reassuring.

My daughter asked me for a pet spider for her birthday, so I went to our
local pet shop and they were $70. forget it, I thought, I can get one cheaper off the web.

Lounge)

Why is the time of day with the slowest traffic called rush hour?

~ Church Services / Rosary Prayer

Next episode, Jim has a stroke and rushed to Civic. No phone from Anne for 3 days, contacted

~ Docking Station for phone calls or Video Calls on

neighbor to check house and found Anne had a fall and lay on the floor for 3 days. Taken to C.P hospital

the computer

for 16 days. Jim couldn’t drive as license held for 30 days due to stroke. Many friends helped immensely

~ Library

driving Jim as required. Anne went to OVM for respite and they decided to sell the house. While visiting

~ Tuck Shop

~ Fitness classes on Main, 3rd and 4th Floor from

Anne at OVM convinced them to look no further and with the assistance of a wonderful Marketing Director, Julie Munro, are now settled into their new friendly, cheerful home. Lots of activities and good people
convince us there will be no more moves.

Almonte Physio
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Keep on Smiling

Memory Living at its finest
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